single teeth, as well as full sets, and can be easily transferred to gold plates.
6th. That a temporary set of teeth can be fitted, in a few hours after the teeth are out.
7th. That as the gum absorbs, this same set of teeth, with little labor, can be made to fit the gum again. This may be repeated several times if desired during the process of absorption.
8th. That an entire set of teeth can be put up with one-half the labor, and two-thirds the expense of the usual methods.
9th. That two days'instruction will enable any competent dentist to use this system. 10th. That the teeth of all the manufacturers can be used. Teeth of any form, even pivot teeth, and teeth that would be too short in the old style, will answer in this, since it is not requisite that they should fit the plate, and but little grinding is, therefore, necessary.
11th. If the piece is broken by accident, it can be repaired with less labor than any other style of work.
12th. That this system entirely prevents all warping or springing of plates, even though they may be heated up a dozen times.
13th. That Dr. Allen has been experimenting over eight years, and expended a large amount of money and time, and is fully entitled to the claim of priority, and VOL. Ill?15 [Oct.
That his Patent covers the cementing of teeth together and to the plate by a silicious compound, consequently any formula, if formed of silicious substances, will be an infringement. The Patent Law declares, that an unsuccessful experiment abandoned, will not act as a bar to him who subsequently effects a practical result, even though the same principles may be adopted by both. That repeated attempts have been made within the last fifty years to affect this object is well known. That they have been failures is well understood. The legal rights of Dr. Allen being clearly defined, will be strictly enforced.
In order to bring this improvement at once within the reach of every mem. ber of the profession, and to avoid all inducements to evade the patent, the price has been placed as low as any one could expect instruction alone, and much less than it would cost to defend a suit at law. From $150 to $300, according to location, amount of practice, &c., will be Charged for an office right.
Those who prefer it, can pay fifty dollars down and a small sum annually during the continuance of the patent. Dentists " Whereas, Dr. J. Allen, of Cincinnati, has been for several years engaged in. prosecuting a series of experiments, of which we have been cognizant, for the purpose of acquiring principles, by means of which an artificial gum could be formed upon mineral teeth and metallic plates, in such a manner as to unite them firmly to each other, and therefore render more perfect the present method of setting artificial teeth on plate ; aad whereas, the results of his experiments have been highly satisfactory to the members of this Association, as exemplified in the specimens he has exhibited ; and believing it due to any member of our society who devotes his time, money, and talents to the advancement of any particular branch of the profession, so that benefit may result therefrom, that some action or commendation from us is necessary : "Therefore, in view of the great benefitwhich must result to the profession, and the public generally, from the indefatigable exertions of our brother, Dr. J. Allen, in producing a mineral substance, by the use of which artificial teeth may be more perfectly placed in the mouth, and made to resemble the natural organs of mastication ; "Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed te examine the specimens presented by Dr. Allen, and report to this meeting."
REPORT.
"The committee to whom was referred the preamble and resolution, with the specimens presented by Dr. Allen, would offer the following report, viz. "That they have examined the teeth cemented together, and to the plate, by Dr. Allen, and have subjected them to the following test : "Th^t they have tried the strength of adhesion, and believe that no ordinary force, such as used in masticating food, will loosen them from the plate ; indeed, so far as they can judge, the adhesion to the plate is much the same as that effected by solder. Hence, the entire base being secured by the 
